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Abstract: We examine the interaction between DNA molecules immersed in an aqueous solution of
oppositely charged, trivalent spermidine molecules. The DNA molecules are modeled as planar, likecharged surfaces immersed in an aqueous solution of multivalent, rod-like ions consisting of rigidly
bonded point charges. An approximate field theory is used to determine the properties of this system from the weak to the intermediate through to the strong coupling regimes. In the weak coupling
limit, the interaction between the charged surfaces is only repulsive, whereas in the intermediate coupling regime, the rod-like ions with spatial charge distribution can induce attractive force between the
charged surfaces. In the strong coupling limit, the inter-ionic charge correlations induce attractive interaction at short separations between the surfaces. This theoretical study can give new insights in the
problem of interaction between DNA molecules mediated by trivalent spermidine molecules.
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1. Introduction
The nucleus of eukaryotic cells possess chromatin, which is mostly composed of complexes of
nuclei acids with proteins. Roughly 80% of DNA within chromatin is present in the form of proteinDNA complexes called nucleosomes. Further, nucleosomes are composed of base pairs of double
stranded DNA. The central part of the nucleosome is the nucleosome core particle which consists
of 146-147 base pairs of DNA wrapped as a superhelix around histones. A variable length of DNA
connects nucleosome core particles [1].
For better understanding of interactions between charged structures within the nucleosome more
insight into the interaction between DNA molecules induced by multivalent ions is needed. In vitro,
DNA compaction can be induced by the addition of multivalent counterions [2, 3]. Positively charged
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colloidal particles [4, 6] and zwitterionic lipids [7, 8] form complexes with DNA.
In the absence of counterions, similarly charged macroions or molecules repel each other. The
presence of multivalent counterions, however, can lead to an intuitively surprising effective attractive
interaction between similarly charged particles in aqueous solution. Here we mention a few examples.
The attraction can be mediated by the correlated motion of mobile multivalent ions in the aqueous solution [9]. Hexagonal arrays of double stranded (ds) DNA can be induced by the presence of polyamines
and at least three-valent ions; some divalent ions, like manganese and cadmium, can even lead to the
formation of DNA arrays [3]. Divalent diamin ions can induce aggregation of rod-like M13 viruses
[10]. Divalent barium ions can mediate network formation in actin solutions [11]. Divalent ions can
also induce adsorption of DNA onto zwitterionic lipid layers [12]. Multivalent ions with spatially distributed charges show a strong tendency to aggregate like-charged macroions. Here we mention positively charged colloids that condense DNA [6] and DNA that induces attractive interaction between
cationic lipid membranes [4].
DNA condensation is related to the process of compacting DNA [3], which is important to its function in gene regulation. Condensed DNA has extraordinary properties and has often been used as a
model system in physics and biology [6]. In eucaryotic cells, DNA typically has a length of a few centimeters; after packing the size should be few microns in order to enter the nucleus. In dinoflagellates,
we can distinguish liquid-crystalline chromosomal ordering [5], fully being without or with a smaller
complement of histone proteins. In other cases, DNA is organized in the cell nucleus with the help of
histones. Here, the basic unit of DNA compaction is the nucleosome. In the nucleosome the double
helix is wrapped around a histone octamer containing two copies of each of the histones H2A, H2B,
H3 and H4.
DNA between nucleosomes can be bound by the linker histone H1. They facilitate the packaging of
the beads on the string, with a size of around 10 nm. nucleosomal chain into a more condensed fiber. Its
size is around 30nm. During cell division, chromatin is optimized to allow easy access of transcription
factors to active genes. These genes are characterized by a less compact structure called euchromatin,
and to facilitate protein access in very tightly packed regions (heterochromatin). In the process of cell
division, chromatin compacts even further to form chromosomes, which come into contact with the
large mechanical interaction that drag them into each of the two daughter cells [3].
In many situations, the interactions between DNA complexes are dominated by electrostatic interactions. In addition, the relevant separation distances and the sizes of the mobile ions in solution are
usually much smaller the dimensions of these complexes. Consequently, a popular simplified description of DNA molecules or complexes has been to treat them as uniformly charged surfaces, in order to
gain insight into their behavior.
There are many theoretical studies on the interaction between charged surfaces. The classical
Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory [13, 14] predicts only repulsive interaction [9]. Hence, the attractive interaction must be caused by the effects beyond those captured by classical PB theory, such as
charge-charge correlations [15, 16]. Indeed, accounting for inter-ionic correlations between multivalent counterions and charged surfaces leads to the possibility of attractive interaction between likecharged surfaces [17, 18]. The presence of an attractive interaction between two like-charged surfaces
immersed in an aqueous solution composed of divalent ions in the limit of high surface charge density was first calculated by Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations of Guldbrand et al. [19]. After Guldbrand,
more detailed MC simulations [15, 20, 21] showed that attractive interactions between equally charged
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surfaces may arise for high surface charge density, low temperature, low relative permittivity and multivalent counterions.
While mean-field theories are able to describe the interaction between weakly charged surfaces,
they breakdown as the surface charge densities increase. The mean field approximation can be systematically improved by including fluctuations around the saddle point. Coalson and Duncan utilized
a lattice field theory approach to calculate the first order corrections to the mean-field approximation
for the free energy of a system of fixed charged macroions surrounded by mobile ions [22]. The lattice
field theory approach was later generalized to include the finite size of the simple mobile ions [23],
mobile dipoles and charged polymer chains [24, 25].
Rather than being point-like, ions usually have an internal structure with individually separated
charges and additional internal degrees of freedom. Examples include polyamines (e.g., diamines,
spermidines, spermines), which can be described as rod-like ions composed of individual point charges
that are spatially well separated from each other. Many biologically important ligands can be considered as rod-like particles with two individual point-charges separated by a fixed distance. The rod-like
approximation could be relevant not only for small counterions, but also, as a first-order approximation
to proteins that bridge between DNA molecules, (e.g. H-NS and HU in bacteria), although these interactions are at least partially sequence-specific (Navarre et al., 2006 [26]). The separation between the
individual charges are, in general, not small compared with the electrostatic screening length typically
in solution.
Bohinc et al. [27, 28, 29, 30] showed that intra-ionic correlations induced by the bonds within a
particular rod-like ion are enough to change repulsive into attractive interactions between like-charged
surfaces. The minimum of the free energy appears when the rod-like ions are oriented perpendicularly
to the like-charged surfaces, thus connecting them [31]. The rod-like ions bridge the two surfaces,
resulting in the attraction [3]. These theoretical predictions were confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations [32, 28, 30, 33]. These systems was later examined in the intermediate and strong coupling
regimes, where the interionic correlations between the charges alone can lead to an attraction between
the like-charged surfaces [34]. The theory was generalized to systems with polydisperse rod lengths
and arbitrary charge distributions along the rods [35, 36]. The addition of monovalent point-like salt
ions can turn the attraction between the plates to a repulsive interaction due to screening [30]. The
hydration shell around the ions with spatially extended charge was introduced. The first attempt has
been made by introducing spheroidal ions with two charges embedded in a spherical structure [37, 38].
The model has been extended to ions with a smooth charge distribution on the spherical surface [39]
and to uranyl ions [40].
In the past, many experimental studies on DNA were made. In the 1970s, the first in vitro experiments were performed [41, 42]. In the experiments, DNA is compacted by adding different condensing
agents, which simple inorganic ions or large macromolecules. DNA compaction is an important model
systems to elucidate DNA’s function in vivo and also to achieve controlled drug delivery in gene therapy. In the last 45 years of experiments, DNA condensation has been studied using a wide variety of
different methods, such as sedimentation [43], light scattering [44], viscometry [45, 46], osmotic equilibrium [47, 48], IR, UV and Raman spectroscopy [49], electron microscopy [50], and atomic force
microscopy [51]. More recently, capillary electrophoresis techniques [52] and single-molecule optical
and magnetic tweezers [53, 54, 55, 56] have been used.
In this review, we examine the interaction between two like-charged macromolecules (e.g., DNAs)
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represented by charged planar surfaces embedded in a solution of trivalent rod-like ions (e.g., spermidine molecules). The only interactions between the rod-like counterions are the electrostatic interactions. We consider the conditions for attractive interactions mediated by multivalent rod-like ions
and examine the appearance of attractive interactions between like-charged surfaces due to the internal
structure of multivalent ions, as well as to the correlations between different ions. The description is
based on a general field theoretic method, modified to include ions with a spatially distributed charge
confined between large, highly charged macroions in a planar geometry.
2. Theory
We simplify our system (Fig. 1) to two infinitely large planar surfaces separated by a distance D.
The plates have a surface charge density Σ and are embedded in an aqueous solution of rod-like ions.
The ions consist of three linearly bonded point charges of magnitude q. Ions often dissociate and become mobile in water, due to its high dielectric constant,  ≈ 78, which reduces charge-countercharge
attraction, thus favoring the entropic gain that comes with the dissociation process. The competition between electrostatic and thermal energy can be expressed in terms of the Bjerrum length lB = q2 /(kB T ),
the distance at which two ions of charge q have an interaction energy of kB T , where kB is Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. In water at room temperature, the Bjerrum length between
monovalent ions is 0.7 nm. In addition to the Bjerrum length, a second length scale is the GouyChapman length µ = q/(2πlB Σ). This length characterizes the distance at which the counterion-wall
interaction energy equals the thermal energy of the counterion. The Gouy-Chapman length characterizes the thickness of the counterion layer around a charged wall. The third scale length is the distance
D between the plates. A key parameter that governs the physics of the system is the coupling parameter
[16, 15]
lB
Ξ= ,
(1)
µ
which is the ratio of the Bjerrum and Gouy-Chapman lengths. Roughly expressed, the coupling parameter compares the strength of the interaction between counterions and the interaction between a
counterion and a charged surface. In this sense, it quantifies the strength of the electrostatic interactions. Small values of Ξ define the weak coupling regime [57], where the mean-field theory is valid.
Large values of Ξ define the strong coupling regime, where charges at the surface are strongly correlated.
The only interaction between the charges in the system are the electrostatic; excluded volume and
other specific interactions are neglected. The electrostatic interaction energy E can be expressed as
1
E=
2

Z
0

0

0

dr dr Q(r) G(r, r ) Q(r ) −

N
X

ese (Rk , n̂k )

(2)

k=1

where G(r, r0 ) =  −1 |r − r0 |−1 is the Green’s function of the Poisson equation, which relates how the
electric potential propagates from a unit point charge in the system. The charge density Q(r) includes
fixed charge densities, such as those on both surfaces, and mobile charges, such as the counterions
charges. The final term in Eq. (2) is the self-energy of the dimer ese , which is the interaction energy of
the charges with the electric field generated by its own charges; Rk is the position of trimer k, and n̂k .
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of two like charged planar macroions embedded in a
solution of trivalent rod-like counterions (A) or three-valent point-like counterions (B).

The grand canonical partition function of the system is given an integral over all possible counterion
positions and orientations. Using Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, this integral can be written in
terms of a fluctuating field ϕ, which is related to the electrostatic potential. The integration over the
coordinates of the ions is replaced by a functional integral over all possible shapes of the electrostatic
potential. This is possible because there is, up to a gauge degree of freedom, a one-to-one correspondence between charge distributions and electrostatic potential. The grand canonical partition function
is given by
Z
1
Dϕ(·)e−βH[ϕ]/Ξ ,
(3)
ZG = √
detG−1
where the Hamiltonian H is
Z
Z
Z
1
λ
0
−1
0
0
drdr ϕ(r)G (r, r )ϕ(r ) + drΣ(r)iϕ(r) −
dre−βqiϕ(r) ,
(4)
H[ϕ] =
2
β
where λ is the fugacity of the mobile ions. In the last step, all the quantities were transformed into
dimensionless form.
The weak-coupling limit occurs for low counterion valency and small surface charge density and
corresponds to the case where the coupling parameter Ξ  1. The prefactor in front of the fieldtheoretic action E[ϕ] in the exponent of the grand-canonical partition function is large. Consequently,
the contribution of fluctuations of ϕ around the saddle point value is not signficant in the weak coupling
limit. The functional integral is dominated by the integrand evaluated at the saddle point ϕ0 , which is
determined by the equation:
δE[ϕ]
= 0.
(5)
δϕ(r) ϕ0
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The result is the standard Poisson-Boltzmann theory

−

 2
∇ φ(r) = q λ e−βqφ(r) .
4π

(6)

where φ(r) = iϕ0 (r) is the mean electrostatic potential in the system.
The strong coupling limit corresponds to the case where the coupling parameter Ξ → ∞, and,
therefore, the prefactor in front of the field-theoretic action E[ϕ] in the exponent of the grand-canonical
partition function is small. We make a perturbation expansion of the partition function in the fugacity
λ. In this case, the ion density is given to first order by
%(r) = λ e−βWs (r)−βW0c (r)

(7)

where
the counterion self-energy is W s (r) = 12 q2G(r, r), and the wall-counterion interaction is W0c (r) =
R
q dr0G(r, r0 )ρ0 (r0 ). The fixed charge density is denoted by ρ0 (r0 ). In the case of two planar charged
surfaces located at z = 0 and z = D the fixed charge density becomes ρ0 (r0 ) = Σ[δ(z) + δ(z − D)], where
δ(z) is the delta function.
In order to treat systems at intermediate couplings, we divide the the field ϕ into short wavelength
and long wavelength contributions. The functional integration is over the long wavelength field is
evaluated using the mean field approximation, and the functional integration over the short wavelength
field is approximated using a cumulant expansion. The length scale used to distinguish between short
and long wavelength fields is chosen so as to make the free energy of the system stationary to first order.
The resulting theory reduces to a modified Poisson-Boltzmann theory at weak electrostatic couplings
and is accurate from the weak coupling limit through the intermediate coupling regime to the strong
coupling limit. Details are described in Refs. [34].

3. Results and Discussion
We present results for the system of trivalent rod-like counterions or trivalent point-like counterions
between two like-charged surfaces (see Figs. 1A and B). The length of rod-like counterions is 1 nm,
with two elementary charges located at each end of the rod and one elementary charge located at
its center. The Bjerrum length is 0.7 nm, because the system is immersed in water. The following
description is based on numerical solutions of integro-differential equations equations presented in the
previous section.
In Fig. 2, the equilibrium distance between two like-charged surfaces as a function of surface charge
density Σ is shown. The curves corresponds to the conditions at which the pressure between the plates
is zero and separate regions where the interaction between the plates is attractive from where it is
repulsive. The solid red line corresponds to the case with rod-like trivalent counterions, and the dashed
black line corresponds to point trivalent counterions.
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Figure 2. The regions of attractive and repulsive interaction between like charged surfaces. Equilibrium plate separation Dequil as a function of the surface charge density
for trivalent rod-like counterions (red line) and for trivalent point-like ions (black line).
Figure adapted from Ref. [36].

We find that the attraction occurs at larger distances as the surface charge densities of the plates
becomes smaller [36, 58]. Increasing the length of the counterions deecreases the region of attraction.
For the rod-like counterion, there is a cusp in the equilibrium curve at a plate separation of about 1 nm
and a plate surface charge density of 0.08 C m−2 . This separates the region of attraction into roughly
two area. The region above and to the left of this point corresponds to a bridge mechanism inducing
the attraction, where the counterion “connects” the two plates. The region below and to the right of
this point corresponds to interionic correlations inducing the attraction.
The pressure as a function of the plate separation is shown in Fig. 3. For a surface charge density
Σ = 0.01 C m−2 , the interaction between the plates is entirely repulsive, but for Σ = 0.1 C m−2 , an
attractive interaction between the plates is observed. For small surface charge densities, only repulsive
interactions between like charged plates are observed. If the surface charge density or the valency is increased, then an attractive interaction between the plates is obtained. The increased valency decreases
the equilibrium distance between the surfaces. The zeroes in the pressure correspond to the extremum
(minimum or maximum) in the interaction free energy between. The zero pressure at the separations
equal to the length of rods can be associated with the bridging of the rod like particles. The zero in
the pressure located at shorter separations is associated with the attraction between plates in the intermediate / strong coupling regime, where the ions are adsorbed to the charged surfaces. The increased
valency can switch the bridging to the attractive interactions at short distances between the plates.
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Figure 3. Pressure as a function of the separation between the charged surfaces for
rod-like ions of length l = 1 nm . The surface charge density are Σ = 0.01 C m−2 and
Σ = 0.1 C m−2 . The dashed lines correspond to valency Z = 1.5, and the full lines
correspond to valency Z = 2.

Figure 4. Illustration of DNA-DNA interactions mediated by counterion correlations.
(A) DNA-DNA attraction arises due to correlated arrangements of bound ligands. (B)
The ions preferentially orient either parallel or perpendicular to the macroion surfaces.
Those aligning perpendicular give rise to the bridging effect.

To fully understand DNA-DNA attraction, the correlations between counterions must also be considered. The fact that interionic correlations can lead to attraction was realized early and later studied
by Monte-Carlo simulations and various other methods. A simple interpretation of the mechanism
that leads to attraction can be given at zero temperature, where counterions condense onto the charged
surface. The Coulombic repulsion between condensed counterions produces an alternating pattern of
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positive and negative charges on the surface. Two such opposing patterns adjust complementarily to
each other and give rise to short-range attractive forces (shown by Grosberg in 2002 [59]).
In the presence of rod-like counterions, the energetically most favorable distance between the
charged surfaces of two DNA molecules corresponds to the length of the counterions. At this distance,
there are two main orientations of rod-like particles: either oriented in parallel or perpendicular to the
charged surfaces (see Fig. 4). Other orientations are less likely. The parallel and perpendicular orientations indicate the tendency for the positive protein charges to be in contact with the negatively charged
DNA surface. At high surface charge densities, both orientations are more pronounced. The particles
which are perpendicular to the charged surfaces connect the surfaces and act as bridges. This bridging
mechanism can lead to attractive interactions between DNA molecules, as confirmed by Monte Carlo
simulations. At larger DNA-DNA separations, the rod-like counterions tend to remain adsorbed and
parallel to the charged surfaces, and the bridging disappears. At high surface charge densities, interionic charge correlations also contribute [34] and can lead to an attractive interaction between surfacem,
even without bridging.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have examined the influence of the charge distribution within a counterion on the
interaction between like-charged surfaces, which is a very rough approximation of DNA in chromatin.
We have used a previously developed approximate field theory which is known to provide accurate
predictions for multivalent ions. The theoretical results are in good agreement with Monte Carlo simulation data, from the weak through to the strong coupling regimes.
Generally, for sufficiently long rod-like counterions, there are two distinct regions of attractions
between the plates. One occurs at plate separations that are about the length of the counterion rods,
which corresponds to bridging of the counterions across both plates. In addition to bridging, an attractive region occurs at shorter surface separations, which corresponds to correlations between the
counterions. With decreasing length of the rod-like counterions, the attractive region associated with
“bridging” extends to shorter surface separations.
These theoretical results give new insights for the study of interactions between DNA molecules
induced by trivalent rod-like ions, relevant to DNA condensation by addition of spermidine [3]. Clearly,
electrostatic interactions are among the most important forces which control chromatin compaction,
and their detailed action in epigenetic regulation remains to be explored. In future, this model could be
also applicable to the chromatin fibers [60], as well as to the case of DNA linkers between nucleosomes
[61].
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